In the Matter of  
Duke Energy Carolinas  
Combined License Application  
Dockets No. 52-018, 52-019  
For William States Lee III Units 1 and 2  

DECLARATION OF ____________________________________________

Under penalty of perjury, __________________________declares as follows:

1. My name is ______________________ __________. I am a member of Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League.

2. I live at ___________________________________________________________. My home lies within 50 miles of the site in Cherokee County, South Carolina for which Duke Energy Carolinas has applied to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a Combined License for the construction and operation of two nuclear power plants.

3. Based on historical experience with nuclear reactors to date, I believe that these facilities are inherently dangerous. Therefore, construction of one or more new nuclear reactors so close to my home could pose a grave risk to my health and safety. In particular, I am concerned that if an accident involving release of radiological material were to occur, I could be killed or become very ill.

4. Therefore, I have authorized Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League to represent my interests in this proceeding by opposing the issuance of a Combined License to Duke Energy Carolina.

_______________________________________________________ Date __________

(Signature)

Notary __________________________________________________________________________  080627